Residential Concrete Rebate Program (RCRP) Criteria:

Timely removal and replacement of damaged concrete is the goal of the residential concrete rebate program. Eligible RCRP hazards and damage include (click on the link for an example):

- **Grade separations** that create a 'lip' exceeding ½”
- **Grade depressions** that exceed 1” in a 10’ section
- **Buckled concrete** segments that exceed 1” in a 10’ section
- **Cracks** that exceed ¼” width
- **Multiple cracks** that exceed ½” in combined width within one concrete segment
- Any concrete section that **holds ⅜” of water** in a minimum of one square foot area (birdbath)
- Any concrete section that has **50% of surface spalling** (crumbling) or more